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This onferen e was organized by Rainer E. Burkard (Graz), Horst W. Hama her (Kaiserslautern) and Hartmut Noltemeier (Wurzburg). There were approximately 40 parti ipants
oming from all over Europe as well as from Israel, the US, Canada and the Far-East
(China, Japan). In re ent years the appli ation of methods from various elds of mathemati s to problems in manufa turing and logisti s has turned out to be very su essful. It
an be observed, however, that similar problems are onsidered in di erent resear h ommunities, whi h do not know ea h other very well. To meet the hallenges of the future
and to make further progress, it will be ne essary to join for es and to put a stronger emphasis on the development of integrated models and solution approa hes. The aim of the
onferen e was to bring together resear hers from di erent ommunities to enable them to
ex hange their newest results and ideas and to learn from ea h other. The main fo us of
the onferen e was on the following three areas:
 lo ational analysis and transportation,
 exible manufa turing and online aspe ts in logisti s, and
 assembly/disassembly and motion planning.
The s ienti program of the onferen e onsisted of 35 presentations of 25 minutes ea h
( lustered into sessions dealing with related subje ts), two working group meetings on
Tuesday evening (one on transportation and lo ation and the other on motion planning)
and a large number of meetings in small groups. A short report on the two working
group meetings an be found after the listing of the abstra ts of the presentations. The
speakers had been asked by the organizers to give their talks in a way understandable to
the parti ipants from other areas. This obje tive has been met quite su essfully. The
ex ellent s ienti program as well the spe ial atmosphere of onferen es at Oberwolfa h
stimulated many fruitful dis ussions among the parti ipants and helped to initiate new
resear h onta ts and joint proje ts.
The organizers and all parti ipants of this meeting would like to the thank the Mathemati al Resear h Institute for its hospitality and for a wonderful week.
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Abstra ts
Duty S heduling in Publi Transit
 rfer
Ralf Borndo

(joint work with Martin Grots hel and Andreas Lobel)
Duty s heduling in publi transit is the task to onstru t the daily work s hedules for
the bus, tram, and subway drivers. This is a entral operational issue, it is important for
employee satisfa tion, and it is of e onomi signi an e, be ause the average (German) bus
ompany spends about half of its operational budget on driver salaries. Duty s heduling
problems involve large s heduling digraphs and a great variety of rules for the formation
and the pri ing of duties. This data may be ompli ated, but it onstitutes the degrees of
freedom available for optimization. We have developped a duty s heduling system, based
on olumn generation, that aims at exploiting all of these degrees of freedom. The general
design prin iple is to resort to approximation in order to be able to work in the entire
sear h spa e. As one example, the talk dis usses the approximate solution of the master
LP relaxation with an approximate pri ing routine. It is based on the observation that
many duty s heduling rules are linear resour e onstraints on quantities su h as working
time, driving time, et . in an individual duty. A Lagrangean relaxation of su h onstraints
produ es a lower bound that is useful in a onstraint shortest path algorithm for the
approximate pri ing problem. With this and similar te hniques, it is possible to ta kle
duty s heduling problems with several thousand duty elements.
Graph Mat hing { Re ent Advan es and Appli ations
to Pattern Re ognition and Computer Vision
Horst Bunke

Graphs are widely used in s ien e and engineering. Parti ularly in pattern re ognition and
omputer vision graphs are a versatile and powerful formalism for obje t representation.
When graphs are used to represent obje ts from a ertain problem domain, then the task of
obje t re ognition an be solved by means of graph mat hing. Generally speaking, graph
mat hing is the pro ess of omparing two graphs with ea h other in order to determine
their similarity. A number of graph mat hing algorithms have been proposed re ently. But
the number of algorithmi tools available in the graph domain is still very limited when
ompared to the numeri al domain. In this talk a few novel on epts will be introdu ed.
They in lude the median of a set of graphs, whi h allows us to represent a set of (similar)
obje ts by just a single representative. Furthermore, we introdu e the weighted median of a
pair of graphs, whi h an be interpreted as an interpolation pro edure for graphs. Finally it
will be shown that by means of these two on epts a number of lustering pro edures, whi h
were originally proposed for obje t representations in terms of ve tors in the n-dimensional
real spa e, an be applied in the graph domain. It is expe ted that the new algorithmi
tools introdu ed in this talk will be useful in developing more powerful omputer vision
systems for industrial assembly, quality ontrol and other tasks.
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On the Airline Crew Rostering Problem
Paola Cappanera

(joint work with Giorgo Gallo)
The problem of nding a work assignment for airline rew members in a given time horizon,
is addressed. In the literature su h a problem is usually referred to as the Airline Crew
Rostering problem and onsists of onstru ting monthly s hedules for rew members by
assigning them pairings, rest periods, leaves, training periods, union a tivities, and so forth,
so as to satisfy the olle tive agreements and se urity rules. We formulate the Airline
Crew Rostering problem as a 0-1 Multi ommodity Flow problem where ea h employee
orresponds to a ommodity; determining a monthly s hedule for an employee is the same
as omputing a path on a suitably de ned graph while satisfying the lauses of the union
onventions. A prepro essing phase is performed whi h redu es the dimension of the graph.
In order to tighten the linear programming formulation of our model we propose some
families of valid inequalities whi h have proven to be omputationally e e tive; some of
them have the hara teristi that an be treated impli itly in the onstru tion of the graph.
Computational results obtained with a ommer ial integer programming solver (CPLEX)
are analyzed.
Fixturing Hinged Polygons
Jaesook Cheong

(joint work with Ken Goldberg, Mar Overmars and Frank van der Stappen)
We study the problem of xturing a hain of hinged obje ts in a given pla ement with
fri tionless point onta ts. We de ne the notions of immobility and robust immobility|
whi h are omparable to se ond and rst order immobility for a single obje t|to apture
the intuitive requirement for a xture of a hain of hinged obje ts; robust immobility
di ers from immobility in that it additionally requires insensitivity to small perturbations
of onta ts. We show that (p + 2) fri tionless point onta ts an immobilize any hain
of p 6= 3 polygons without parallel edges; six onta ts an immobilize any hain of three
su h polygons. Any hain of p arbitrary polygons an be immobilized with at most (p + 4)
onta ts. We also show that d 65 (p + 2)e onta ts suÆ e to robustly immobilize p polygons
without parallel edges, and that d 54 (p +2)e onta ts an robustly immobilize p 6= 3 arbitrary
polygons; eight onta ts an robustly immobilize three polygons.
Robust Heuristi Algorithms for the Quadrati Assignment Problem
Zvi Drezner

We extended the sear h of a hybrid geneti algorithm in ve ways and obtained very strong
results for the solution of the Quadrati Assignment Problem on a set of 29 test problems
ranging from 30 to 100 fa ilities. All variants found the best known solution at least twi e
out of 20 runs for all problems, with one variant nding it at least six times out of 20 for
every problem. All variants found the best known solution in all 20 runs for at least 14
of the problems, and one variant found the best known solution in all 20 runs for 19 of
the 29 problems. The average solution for ea h problem was less than 0.04% over the best
known solution, and for one variant it was less than 0.02% over the best known solution.
Computational experien e with a sixth variant are in progress during the onferen e, and
so far 24 problem were solved with an average not ex eeding 0.003% over the best known,
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the best known solution found at least 16 times out of 20, and the best known solution
found 20 times out of 20 for 20 of the 24 problems.
Lo ating Land lls: Issues & Approa hes
Horst J. Eiselt

The presentation rst dis usses the main issues in the lo ation of land lls. Then a number
of di erent approa hes in the literature are dis ussed, among them ve tor optimization,
goal programming, and tools from de ision analysis, su h as ELECTRE. The presentation
then examines the re ent lo ation of land lls in New Brunswi k, Canada, and re reates the
results obtained in a six-year pro ess that involved extensive onsultations, by a simple pmedian model with very rough estimations about population densities and ost parameters.
It is then shown that the results are not transferable to third-world ountries. However, it is
possible to modify pertinent systems so as to align obje tives, thus resulting in ompromise
solutions that are a eptable by most or even all stakeholders.
On the Continuous Weber and k-Median Problems
ndor P. Fekete
Sa

(joint work with Joe Mit hell and Karin Weinbre ht)
We give the rst exa t algorithmi study of fa ility lo ation problems that deal with nding
a median for a ontinuum of demand points. In parti ular, we onsider versions of the
\ ontinuous k-median (Weber) problem" where the goal is to sele t one or more enter
points that minimize the average distan e to a set of points in a demand region. In su h
problems, the average is omputed as an integral over the relevant region, versus the usual
dis rete sum of distan es. The resulting fa ility lo ation problems are inherently geometri ,
requiring analysis te hniques of omputational geometry. We provide polynomial-time
algorithms for various versions of the L1 1-median (Weber) problem. We also onsider
the multiple- enter version of the L1 k-median problem, whi h we prove is NP-hard for
large k.
S heduling on Bat h Pro essing Ma hines
Gerd Finke

(joint work with Haris Gavranovi )
The standard hypothesis in the lassi al s heduling theory assumes that a ma hine annot
treat more than one task at a time. In bat h s heduling, this assumption is relaxed. A soalled bat h ma hine is exe uting a group (or bat h) of tasks in a single ma ro-operation.
The pro essing time of su h a bat h is in general a fun tion of the individual pro essing
times of the tasks belonging to it. One of the most important fun tions is the maximum of
the pro essing times, leading to a max-bat h ma hine. Max-bat h ma hines are frequently
related in industry to burn-in operations in a furna e where the produ ts are rst grouped
together and then heated. The exposure time to heat has a lower bound for ea h item given
by its pro essing time. This implies that the total length of the burn-in operation is given
by the maximum pro essing time in the bat h. A parti ular lass of bat hing problems
will be onsidered. Based on a problem in the sheet-metal industry, the on ept of a
ompatibility graph is introdu ed. The grouping is not arbitrary sin e only ' ompatible'
jobs may be in luded in the same bat h. In general, one has a ompatibility graph for the
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tasks as the vertex set and the obje tive is to nd the smallest number of bat hes ( onsisting
of ompatible jobs) in order to minimize the total exe ution time. This is equivalent to
partitioning the graph into the smallest number of liques. For the given appli ation, the
ompatibility graph is related to an interval graph. In the proposed solution pro edure, all
maximal liques are rst enumerated (whi h an be done in polynomial time) and then a
set overing problem is solved.
Lo ation Problems in Tele ommuni ation
 ts hel
Martin Gro

(joint work with Andreas Bley and Thorsten Ko h)
I will present several lo ation problems that arise in the design of tele ommuni ation networks. I will dis uss, in parti ular, the lo ation of the nodes of the ba kbone network of
the German G-WiN (providing Internet a ess for all German s ientists) and of the Austrian swit hing network. The modeling phase of su h problems brings up major hallenges.
Some of the issues are:
 Can one separate node lo ation from the design of the link and apa ity stru ture of
the network without losing too mu h information?
 Is it possible to simplify the stru ture of the ba kbone and a ess network to obtain
an approximation of the ost fun tion for the network links that looks reasonable?
 After the many simpli ations ne essary, do the resulting models still provide pra tially useful information?
Despite all these diÆ ulties we ame up with integer and mixed integer programs modeling
some of the aspe ts of lo ation problems above. The pra ti al instan es we obtained were
of large s ale, but they ould be solved, in some ases easily, in others with some e ort.
Our results have been utilized by our proje t partners (DFN-Verein and Austria Telekom).
I will report about expe ted and some rather unexpe ted out omes.
The Sliding Simplex Method for Solving Lo ation Problems
Pierre Hansen

(joint work with Nenad Mladenovi )
Many lo ation problems aim at minimizing set-up osts for fa ilities and distribution osts
to satisfy user's demand. They an be expressed as large linear programs in 0-1 variables,
with a parti ular stru ture and numerous variables and onstraints in the primal and the
dual. We show how to solve exa tly this dual through a linear program whi h evolves
over time by addition and deletion of variables and onstraints, always in luding only a
small fra tion of those of the dual itself. This leads to pra ti ally eÆ ient algorithms for
approximate and exa t solution, as illustrated in the ase of the Simple Plant Lo ation
Problem.
S heduling Tru ks for Supply Management
Christoph Helmberg

(joint work with Stefan Rohl)
Our industrial partner operates several warehouses in the same ity. Some of these warehouses are too small to hold suÆ ient sto k of ea h produ t for the day; therefore, a
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shuttle servi e onsisting of several tru ks onstantly transfers pallets of goods between
the warehouses. Part of the demand is known in advan e, part is sto hasti and has to be
estimated from available statisti al data. The task is to nd a s hedule that distributes
the goods between the warehouses by means of the tru ks so that demand an be satis ed
on time with high probability. We present rst results based on a multi ommodity ow
model dis retized over time. We give several reasons why solving this model exa tly does,
in general, not lead to better solutions in pra ti e. Rather, it will be the goal of further
work to in orporate the un ertainty in demand and transportation apa ity in this model.
We point out some possibilities to do so.
On Preemptive Resour e Constrained S heduling:
Polynomial-Time Approximation S hemes
Klaus Jansen

(joint work with Lorant Porkolab)
We study resour e onstrained s heduling problems where the obje tive is to ompute feasible preemptive s hedules minimizing the makespan and using no more resour es than
what are available. We present approximation s hemes along with some inapproximability
results showing how the approximability of the problem hanges in terms of the number of
resour es. The results are based on linear programming formulations (though with exponentially many variables) and some interesting onne tions between resour e onstrained
s heduling and (multi-dimensional, multiple- hoi e, and ardinality onstrained) variants
of the lassi al knapsa k problem. In order to prove the results we generalize a method
by Grigoriadis et al. for the max-min resour e sharing problem to the ase with weak approximate blo k solvers (i.e. with only onstant, logarithmi , or even worse approximation
ratios). Finally we present appli ations of the above results in fra tional graph oloring
and multipro essor task s heduling.
Continuous Lo ation Problems with Barriers
Kathrin Klamroth

Continuous lo ation problems with barriers have many appli ations in the development of
realisti lo ation models. The non- onvexity of the obje tive fun tion typi al for barrier
problems leads to global optimization problems that have hallenged lo ation s ientists
mainly in the last de ade.
After giving an overview over re ent developments and solution approa hes, the lose
relationship to geometri shortest path problems is highlighted. This onne tion implies
problem de ompositions based on series of onvex subproblems for whi h, for example,
MIP formulations an be found.
On Some Geometri Problems in Lo ational Planning
Rolf Klein

(joint work with Frank Dehne and Raimund Seidel)
Let C be a planar, simple polygonal hain of n edges. For any two points p; q on C let
d(p; q ) denote the ratio of the length of the hain segment that onne ts p with q over the
Eu lidean distan e pq. By d(C ) we denote the maximum of all these values. We show how
to ompute d(C ) within time O(nlog3n) by a deterministi algorithm (joint work with P.
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Agarwal, Ch. Knauer, and M. Sharir). Let n points in the plane be given, and let D be
a ompa t set in the interior of the onvex hull of these points. We want to pla e a new
point in D in su h a way that its Voronoi region with respe t to the given points has a
maximum area. We show that this area fun tion has at most one lo al maximum within
ea h ell of onstant Voronoi neighbors if these neighbors are in onvex position
The Transportation Paradox Revisited
Bettina Klinz

(joint work with Vladimir Deneko and Gerhard J. Woeginger)
This talk revisits the transportation paradox, also known as more-for-less paradox for the
transportation problem. Let TP (C; a; b) denote the optimal obje tive fun tion value of the
instan e of the transportation problem with ost matrix C , supply ve tor a and demand
ve tor b. The transportation paradox arises for this instan e if there exist a supply ve tor
a0  a ( omponentwise) and a demand ve tor b0  b su h that TP(C; a; b) > TP(C; a0; b0 ).
In other words, an in rease in the supplies and demands leads to a de rease in the optimal
transportation ost. If no su h ve tors a0 and b0 exist, C is alled immune against the
transportation paradox. We hara terize the lass of m  n ost matri es whi h are immune
against the transportation paradox. The onditions we obtain an be veri ed in O(mn)
time. Finally, we extend our result to the algebrai transportation problem whi h in ludes
the lassi al transportation problem and the bottlene k transportation problem.
Obje t Tra king and Motion Coordination for Mobile Robots
Boris Kluge

In this talk two problems whi h arise in the eld of mobile roboti s are onsidered. First, the
problem of tra king obje ts in the vi inity of the robot is addressed. An approa h to data
asso iation is presented whi h is based on network algorithms and allows robust tra king
of multiple obje ts even in the presen e of lutter in the environment and un ertainty
in the obje t extra tion step. Se ond, the problem of generating ollision-free motion
in dynami ally hanging environments is onsidered. A heuristi approa h based on the
"velo ity obsta le" paradigm is presented whi h enables the robot to oordinate its motion
with that of another obje t, i.e. to a ompany a guiding person. Both approa hes are
implemented on a mobile robot and evaluated under real-world onditions.
A Dynami Model for TraÆ Networks
 hler
Ekkehard Ko

(joint work with Katharina Langkau, Rolf Mohring and Martin Skutella)
TraÆ networks are one of the standard examples for the appli ation of ombinatorial
optimization. In the standard stati traÆ models, stati ows are routed through the
network instead of dis rete vehi les. This stati approa h is appropriate, for example, for
des ribing and routing traÆ at rush-hours. However, for getting a realisti model also
for the general ase of traÆ routing it is ne essary to model traÆ as dynami ow, i.e.
ow moves through the network over time. Unfortunately, most of the existing dynami
network models are not suitable for des ribing traÆ ows.
A major obsta le for applying standard dynami network models and algorithms for
dynami ows, is the property of traÆ ows to have ow-dependent travel times on
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the edges. In parti ular, this means that with in reasing traÆ on a street the time to
traverse this street in reases. While for the ase of xed transit times there are both
pseudo-polynomial and polynomial algorithms for example for maximizing dynami s; tows, these algorithms are not appli able in the ase of ow-dependent travel times.
In this talk we suggest a dynami model for traÆ networks that allows for using standard ow algorithms in the ase of ow-dependent transit times. As an example for the
appli ation of this model we onsider the qui kest s; t- ow problem, i.e. the problem of
sending a xed amount of ow D from a sour e s to a sink t as qui k as possible. While
nding an optimal solution for this problem is NP- omplete, we present approximation
algorithms for the qui kest ow problem both in the ase of positive, monotone in reasing
travel time fun tions and positive, monotone in reasing, linear travel time fun tions.

Online Dispat hing of Servi e Vehi les
Sven O. Krumke

(joint work with Willem de Paepe, Diana Poensgen, Jorg Rambau, Leen Stougie and Luis
Miguel Torres)
The German automobile lub ADAC (Allgemeiner Deuts her Automobil-Club ), the se ond
largest automobile lub worldwide, maintains a heterogeneous eet of over 1600 servi e
vehi les in order to help people whose ars break down on their way. All servi e vehi les
(units, for short) are equipped with GPS, whi h helps to exa tly lo ate ea h unit in the
eet. In ve ADAC help enters (Pannenhilfezentralen ) spread over Germany, human
operators (dispat her ) onstantly assign units to in oming help requests (events, for short)
so as to provide for a good quality of servi e (i.e., waiting times of less than 20{60 minutes
depending on the system load) and low operational osts (i.e., short total tour length and
little overtime osts). Moreover, about 5000 units of servi e ontra tors ( onts, for short)|
not guided by ADAC| an be employed to over events that otherwise ould not be served
in time. This manual dispat hing system is now subje t to automatization.
The above dispat hing problem is an real-time online problem. A problem is online
when de isions have to be made before all data of the problem are known. And we speak
of a real-time online problem when online de isions have to be omputed within very tight
time bounds.
In the rst part of our talk we report on preliminary omputational experien e with a
ode for the oine dispat hing problem (all requests are known) based on dynami olumn
generation and set partitioning. whi h yields solutions on heavy-load real-world instan es
in real-time, whi h are no worse than 1% from optimum.
The se ond part of the talk addresses the online aspe t of the problem. We investigate
the problem from the viewpoint of ompetitive analysis. However, it turns out that for the
most interesting obje tive fun tions there an not be ompetitive algorithms. The oine
adversary is simply too powerful and allows only trivial ompetitiveness results. We present
two new on epts to obtain de ision support for the hoi e of online algorithms: reasonable
load and fair adversaries. The on epts enable us to obtain new performan e bounds for
online algorithms and to distinguish the performan e of some parti ular algorithms, whi h
seems to be impossible by means of lassi al ompetitive analysis.
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New Formulation and Resolution Method for the p-Center Problem
Martine Labb
e

(joint work with Sourour Elloumi and Yves Po het)
The p-Center problem onsists in lo ating p fa ilities among a set of M possible lo ations
and assigning N lients to them in order to minimize the maximum distan e between a
lient and the fa ility to whi h it is allo ated. We present a new integer linear programming formulation for this Min-Max problem with a polynomial number of variables and
onstraints, and show that its LP-relaxation provides a lower bound tighter than the lassial one. Moreover, we show that an even better lower bound LB , obtained by keeping the
integrality restri tions on a subset of the variables, an be omputed in polynomial time
by solving at most O(log2(NM )) linear programs, ea h made of N rows and M olumns.
We also show that, when the distan es satisfy triangle inequalities, LB  is at least equal
to half of the optimal value. Finally, we use LB  as a starting point in an exa t solution
method and report extensive omputational results on test problems from the literature.
For Eu lidean instan es, our method outperforms the runtime of other re ent exa t methods by an order of magnitude. Moreover, it is the rst one to solve large instan es of size
up to N = M = 1817
Optimal Rail Car Allo ation Problems
bbe ke
Mar o E. Lu

(joint work with Uwe T. Zimmermann)
The pra ti al ba kground of this talk is the rail ar management at industrial in-plant
railroads. Produ tion terminals demand for materials or ars. These requests are hara terized by a tra k, a ar type, and the desired quantity. Substitution types may be
delivered, but is dis ouraged. The planning task onsists of allo ating ars to requests
at a minimal total transportation ost (measured e.g., in minutes). If available, use ars
from (virtual) sto k, otherwise reje t the request or hire additional ars. Usually, requests
are not ful lled as a whole, but split into shunting units, ea h of whi h an be seen as an
unsplittable duty element for the performing lo omotive.
The design of shunting units naturally de omposes into two levels. At an upper level,
a rough distribution of ars from one region to another takes pla e. Here, the underlying
model merely is a transportation problem, but immediate extensions are NP -hard. At a
lower level, for ea h region, a olle tion of shunting units whi h ful ll the demand for ea h
ar type is sought, minimizing the total amount of shunting. The orresponding problem is
shown to be NP -hard. We present simple approximation algorithms and an exa t integer
program for the lower level. En ouraging preliminary omputational experien e is given.
We on lude with potential further resear h dire tions.
S heduling under Un ertainty
 hring
Rolf H. Mo

(joint work with Andreas S hulz and Mar Uetz)
Deterministi models for proje t s heduling and ontrol su er from the fa t that they
assume omplete information and negle t random in uen es that o ur during proje t
exe ution. A typi al onsequen e is the underestimation of the expe ted proje t duration
and ost frequently observed in pra ti e.
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To ope with these phenomena, we onsider s heduling models in whi h pro essing times
are random but pre eden e and resour e onstraints are xed. S heduling is done by
poli ies whi h onsist of an an online pro ess of de isions that are based on the observed
past and the a priori knowledge of the distribution of pro essing times. We give an informal
survey on di erent lasses of poli ies, and show that suitable ombinatorial properties of
su h poli ies give insights into optimality, omputational methods, and their approximation
behavior. In parti ular, we present re ent onstant-fa tor approximation algorithms for
simple poli ies in ma hine s heduling that are based on a suitable polyhedral relaxation of
the performan e spa e of poli ies. These are based on joint work with Andreas S hulz and
Mar Uetz.
Dis rete Ordered Median Problem
Stefan Ni kel

(joint work with Natashia Boland, Patri ia Dominguez-Marin and Justo Puerto)
The Dis rete Ordered Median Problem (DOMP) generalizes dis rete fa ility lo ation problems, in luding lassi al problems su h as the N-median, N- enter, UFL, et . Depending
on a given ve tor of parameters, the obje tive fun tion of the DOMP an be the total sum
of osts, the maximal ost, a onvex ombination of sum and max, or any other expression based on the ost ve tor. Several examples will be presented to get more insight into
this kind of dis rete lo ation problems. In parti ular, fo us will be given to new obje tive
fun tions. As an be expe ted the DOMP is harder to solve than lassi al dis rete fa ility
lo ation problems. We propose several exa t pro edures (tight formulations, bran h and
bound) and heuristi s for solving the problem. Some omputational results on randomly
generated test problems will also be shown.
Motion Planning
Mar Overmars

In its basi form the motion planning problem asks for omputing a ollision-free path
for a moving body amidst a olle tion of obsta les. Motion planning is be oming an
important topi in many appli ation areas, ranging from roboti s to virtual environments
and games. In this talk I reviewed some re ent results in motion planning, on entrating
on the probabilisti roadmap approa h that has proven to be very su essful for many
motion planning problems. The method is probabilisti ally omplete but its performan e
seems very hard to analyze. A number of improvements exist that try to redu e the
number of samples required or try to pla e them at important pla es. A problem with the
PRM approa h is that the resulting paths an be ugly. I des ribed some re ent results for
improving the paths by making them rst order ontinuous and redu ing their length.
Optimal Distan e Separating Halfspa e
Frank Plastria

One re ently proposed riterion to separate two datasets in dis riminant analysis, is to
use a hyperplane whi h minimises the sum of distan es to it from all the mis lassi ed
datapoints. Here all distan es are supposed to be measured by way of some xed norm,
while mis lassi ation means lying on the wrong side of the hyperplane, or rather in the
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wrong halfspa e. In this paper we study the problem of determining su h an optimal
halfspa e.
In dimension d, we prove that there always exists an optimal separating halfspa e passing
through d aÆnely independent datapoints. This shows that the problem is polynomially
solvable in xed dimension by an algorithm of O(nd+1).
If a di erent norm is used for ea h dataset in order to measure distan es to the hyperplane, or if all distan es are measured by a xed gauge, then there always exists an optimal
separating halfspa e passing through d 1 aÆnely independent datapoints.
The one-dimensional problem is extremely easy to solve: it suÆ es to nd a balan ing
separating point, i.e. yielding an equal number of mis lassi eds for ea h dataset, whi h an
be done using a simple O(n log n) algorithm. But this separation riterion may misbehave,
yielding more than 50% of mis lassi ed datapoints. Therefore the riterion should in lude
refusal of su h a situation.
It also follows that in any dimension any optimal separating halfspa e always balan es
the mis lassi ed points.
Lo ation Problems with respe t to Set-Existing Fa ilities
Justo Puerto

Let X be a real separable Bana h spa e and let  be a positive measure - nite relative
to the Borel stru ture on X. Let T  X be a Borel subset with (T ) > 0. Let f (t; x) be a
fun tion on T  X with values in [0; +1℄. Let us denote by ft the fun tion on X , de ned
by the equality ft (x) = f (t; x); x 2 X . We are interested in those fun tions f (t; x) with
the property that (i) the ft are onvex and not identi ally equal to +1 for almost all t,
and (ii) the f (t; x) are  measurable and ontinuous for ea h x 2 X . We set
R
if f (t; x) 2 L1 (T; R )
T f (t; x)(dt)
'(x) =
1
otherwise:
The obje tive of this talk is the geometri al hara terization of the omplete set of optimal
solutions of two di erent average-distan e problems with respe t to sets.
We shall onsider the following models:
1.
Z
inf '(x) := ft (x)(dt)
(Pf )
x2X
T
An interesting appli ation of this problem is the following average-distan e problem.
With ea h t 2 T a norm t is asso iated. Let Bt be its unit ball, whi h is onvex,
losed, bounded with zero in its interior. The distan e from an existing fa ility lo ated
in t 2 T to a new fa ility lo ated in x is assumed to be given by t(x t). The problem
is now
Z
inf '(x) := t (x t)(dt):
(P )
x2X
T
2. Let  = f1; : : : ; mg where ea h i, i = 1; : : : ; m is a positive measure - nite
relative to the Borel stru ture on X. Let () be a monotone norm in R m . We
onsider the following minimization problem
inf F (x) := (I (x));
(P())
x2X
R
R
where I (x) = ( ft (x)1 (dt); : : : ; ft(x)m (dt)). It is worth noting that for parti ular
hoi es of the monotone norm , we get di erent well-known problems in Lo ation
Analysis as the enter, ent-dian, k- entrum, ordered median,...
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We shall study the sets Mf (T ) and M (T ) of optimal solutions to problems Pf (T ) and P ,
respe tively; and the set M() of optimal solutions of problem P().
Two-Level Lot-sizing Problems in Supply Chain Planning
Dolores Romero Morales

(joint work with Stan van Hoesel, H. Edwin Romeijn and Albert P.M. Wagelmans )
We study a two-level serial lot-sizing problem that appears in supply hain planning when
integrating the produ tion and distribution pro esses. In the lassi al lot-sizing problem,
the demand of ea h period has to be delivered on time, whi h means that only the fa ility
an build inventory. Moreover, the timing of transportation is rather limited oin iding
always with the demand periods. We propose the analysis of lot-sizing models where
this assumption is relaxed and therefore, the demand an be transported to the retailer
before he fa es it. Transportation de isions ome naturally in the model when allowing for
inventory at both the fa ility and the retailer. This model is suitable when dealing with
e onomies of s ale in transportation osts, whi h are frequently used by LTL (Less than
Tru k Load) arriers.
We onsider that the produ tion and the transportation osts are given by general onave fun tions, and the inventory holding osts at the fa ility as well as at the retailer are
given by linear fun tions. The fa ility fa es produ tion apa ities. The serial stru ture
of the problem allows us to nd polynomially solvable ases when the produ tion apa ities are stationary. In parti ular, we develop dynami programming algorithms when the
transportation osts are linear or given by xed- harge ost fun tions with no spe ulative
motives. We dis uss the multiple-retailer ase and show that for xed- harge produ tion
and transportation osts the problem is NP-Hard.
Solving the Travelling Pur haser Problem
Juan-Jos
e Salazar

(joint work with Gilbert Laporte and Jorge Riera)
Let us onsider a set of lo ations, one being the domi ile of a lient and the others representing markets. We assume to know all the travel osts between lo ations. The lient
wants to pur hase a set of produ ts and ea h market provides some of the produ ts at
di erent pri es. The "Travelling Pur haser Problem" looks for sele ting some markets and
routing the sele ted markets (and the domi ile) within a simple y le, su h that the sum
of the routing and pri ing osts is minimized. We also onsidered a apa itated version of
the problem where it is also required a given demand of ea h produ t while ea h market
o ers a limit amount.
We present a heuristi and an exa t method based on a 0-1 linear programming model.
The model is strengthened with new valid inequalities, some of whi h are proven to be fa etde ning inequalities for the un apa itated version. The overall algorithm is embedded in
a bran h-and- ut approa h, and the performan e of the proposal is tested on four lasses
of randomly-generated instan es (two of them already used in literature). The proposal
allows to solve to optimality instan es with up to 200 markets and 200 produ ts.
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Lo ating Stops in a Railway Network
 bel
Anita S ho

(joint work with Annegret Liebers, Horst W. Hama her, Dorothea Wagner and Frank
Wagner)
In this talk we onsider the lo ation of stops along the edges of an existing publi transportation network. This an be the introdu tion of bus stops along some given bus routes,
or of railway stations along the tra ks in a railway network. The positive e e t of new
stops is given by the better a ess of the potential ustomers to their losest station, while
the in reasement of travel time aused by the additional stopping a tivities of the trains
leads to a negative e e t. In the rst variant of the problem the goal is to over a given
set of demand points with a minimal amount of additional travelling time, where overing
is de ned with respe t to an arbitrary norm (or even a gauge). In the se ond variant we
maximize the overed demand with a given number of new stops. Unfortunately, both
problems are NP-hard, even if only the Eu lidean distan e is used. We give a redu tion
to a nite dominating set. In the rst variant this leads to a set overing problem, those
oeÆ ient matrix \nearly" has the onse utive ones property. To solve this problem we
suggest a transformation to a shortest path problem in an a y li digraph. For the se ond
variant we derive an eÆ ient dynami programming approa h whi h is also based on the
onse utive ones property.
Flows Over Time with Load-Dependent Transit Times
Martin Skutella

(joint work with Ekkehard Kohler)
Flow variation over time is an important feature in network ow problems arising in various appli ations su h as road or air traÆ ontrol, produ tion systems, ommuni ation
networks (e.g., the Internet), and nan ial ows. Another ru ial phenomenon in many
of those appli ations is that the time taken to traverse an edge varies with the urrent
amount of ow on this edge. Sin e it is already a highly nontrivial problem to map these
two aspe ts into an appropriate and tra table mathemati al network ow model, there
are hardly any algorithmi te hniques known whi h are apable of providing reasonable
solutions even for networks of rather modest size.
Our work is inspired by the groundbreaking result of Ford and Fulkerson on `dynami '
s-t- ows in networks with xed transit times on the edges and a xed time horizon. They
showed that there always exists a maximal ow over time whi h sends ow on ertain
s-t-paths at a onstant rate as long as there is enough time left for the ow along a path
to arrive at the sink.
Although this result does not hold for the more general setting with load-dependent
transit times on the edges, we an prove that there always exists a provably good solution
of this stru ture. Moreover, su h a solution an be determined very eÆ iently by only
one minimum onvex ost ow omputation on the underlying `stati ' network. Finally,
we show that the time-dependent ow problem under onsideration is NP-hard and even
annot be approximated with arbitrary pre ision in polynomial time, unless P=NP.
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Fixtures for Polygonal Parts { Synthesis and Existen e
Frank van der Stappen

Many manufa turing operations, su h as ma hining, assembly, and inspe tion, require
a part to be xtured, that is, to be held by a olle tion of onta ts along its boundary in
su h a way that the part an resist all external wren hes. We onsider the two-dimensional
version of xturing whi h appears for example in preventing all sliding motions of a part
on a table. We give near-quadrati algorithms for omputing all fri tionless form- losure
and se ond-order immobility xtures of a polygonal part. In addition we show that any
polygonal part an be put in form losure by four onta ts that are restri ted to lie on a
regular grid of perpendi ular lines, a onstraint present in modular xturing systems.
Estimation of the Sizes of Wire Bundles in Manufa turing
Koki hi Sugihara

There are many ele tri devi es in automobile; they in lude various types of sensors, a tuators, lights and entertainment systems. These devi es altogether result in a ompli ated
ele tri ir uit system, and hen e a large number of ele tri wires run in a ar. We want
to estimate the sizes of the bundles of wires in order to make spa e and through holes in
a ar for pla ing these wires. Thus, the problem is: given a set of dis s of various sizes,
nd a pla ement of these dis s in a plane without overlap so that the en losing ir le is
suÆ iently small. If we aim at the stri tly smallest en losing ir le, the problem oin ides
with the so- alled ir le pa king problem, whi h is known very hard. Fortunately, however,
what we want to get is not the stri tly optimal solution, but we just want to know what
happens when we hold a set of wires in our hand tightly. Hen e, we simulate the pro ess of
holding wires. Starting with an arbitrary pla ement of dis s and their en losing ir le, we
hoose a slightly smaller "target" ir le and try to push all the protruding ir les into the
interior of the target ir le. If we su eed, we make the target ir le still smaller; otherwise
we hoose a ir le between the urrent en losing ir le and the old target ir le as a new
target ir le. In this binary-sear h manner, we simulate the wire holding pro ess. This
method was applied to a set of wires a tually arises in a ar, but the resulting en losing
ir le was mu h smaller than the a tual size of the bundle. This gap omes mainly from negle ting fri tion and 3-d stru tures. In order to over ome this gap, virtual radii of the dis s
were generated by adding a ommon onstant to real radii, and thus we ould pra ti ally
estimate the sizes of the wire bundles.
Improved Algorithms for Some Lo ation Problems
Arie Tamir

(joint work with Wlodzimierz Ogry zak)
We onsider improved polynomial time algorithms for a lass of single fa ility problems in
Rd with polyhedral norms, as well as for some lass of multifa ility weighted enter problems
de ned on tree networks. For the former lass we use a ompa t linear representation of
the obje tive to derive O(n) algorithms for a xed dimension d, where n is the number of
demand points. In parti ular, the algorithm will nd a point x 2 Rd minimizing the sum of
the largest k fun tions in a olle tion of n linear fun tions, in O(n) time for any (variable)
k and xed d. For the se ond lass we present the rst subquadrati time algorithm for
multi- fa ility enter problems with multiple overage demands.
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Parallel Ma hine S heduling to Maximize the Weighted Number
of Just-In-Time Jobs
Milan Vla h

(joint work with Shao Chin Sung)
The interest in just-in-time produ tion has led to a number of ma hine s heduling models
with various types of earliness and tardiness penalties. Most of the literature fo used on
single ma hine problems of minimizing the total sum of earliness and tardiness penalties,
or on minimizing the maximum of earliness and tardiness penalties. The problem of minimizing the number of late and early jobs has re eived relatively little attention despite the
fa t that the primary role of penalizing both earliness and tardiness is to guide s hedules
toward the meeting due dates exa tly.
We are on erned with the problem of s heduling a nite number of jobs without preemption on a system of parallel ma hines so as to maximize the weighted number of just-in-time
jobs; that is, to minimize the weighted number of penalized jobs. This problem is known to
be solvable in polynomial time for identi al parallel ma hines. We show that it is strongly
NP-hard for unrelated parallel ma hines. However we present a polynomial time algorithm
for unrelated parallel ma hines, provided the number of ma hines is xed. We do not know
the problem omplexity status for uniform parallel ma hines if the number of ma hines is
a part of input.
Solving Pra ti al Lot-Sizing Problems by Classi ation and Reformulation
Lauren e Wolsey

A lassi ation of single-item lot-sizing problems is proposed. Based on this lassi ation,
we indi ate the existen e and omplexity of valid inequalities, optimization and separation
algorithms, and extended formulations des ribing the onvex hull for the many variants. We
then onsider a variety of multi-item instan es, lassify them and then use the extended
formulations to provide a formulation that an be solved by a standard mixed integer
programming system. Finally, omputational results are presented.
S heduling on a Single Bat h Pro essing Ma hine with Nonidenti al Job Sizes
Guo huan Zhang

(joint work with Xiaoqiang Cai, Chung-Yee Lee and Chak-Kuen Wong)
We deal with the problem of minimizing makespan on a single bat h pro essing ma hine.
In this problem, ea h job has both pro essing time and size ( apa ity requirement). The
bat h pro essing ma hine an pro ess a number of jobs simultaneously as long as the total
size of these jobs being pro essed does not ex eed the ma hine apa ity. The pro essing
time of a bat h is just the pro essing time of the longest job in the bat h. An approximation
algorithm with worst- ase ratio 3/2 is given for the version where the pro essing times of
large jobs (with sizes greater than 1/2) are not less than those of small jobs (with sizes not
greater than 1/2). This result is the best possible unless P=NP. For the general ase, we
propose an approximation algorithm with worst- ase ratio 7/4. A number of heuristi s by
Uzosy (1994) are also analyzed and ompared.
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Inverse Optimization Problems
Jason Zhang

In this talk, we shall rst introdu e inverse optimization problems, then give a general
but not polynomial solution method. We will further elaborate some strongly polynomial
methods and dis uss some issues relating to omputational omplexity. Finally, we generalize the on ept of inverse optimization problem and onsider some more hallenging
problems.

Meetings of Working Groups
Working Group \Lo ation and Transportation"
Chair: Horst Hama her

The parti ipants of the onferen e who felt that their major area of work lies within the area
of \Lo ation and Transportation" { these were approximately 20 { met for brainstorming
and dis ussion of resear h issues on Tuesday evening. As a result a list of topi s was
produ ed, whi h were onsidered to be the most urgent to work on. This list in ludes (by
order of votes on importan e):
1. Theory of lo ation in integrated systems (Examples: Lo ation plus Routing, Lo ation
plus S heduling, Lo ation plus Network Design, et .)
2. Dealing with un ertainty and lassi ation.
3. Robustness, undesirable fa ilities and theory of algorithms applied to lo ations and
transportation.
These topi s were also onsidered to be the most promising for seeking support from
funding agen ies.
A large amount of time was spent in dis ussing the importan e of appli ations vs. \pure"
theory. All parti ipants agreed, that the su ess stories (mentioned were, for instan e, radar
positioning, utting wood, toba o industry, printed ir uit board produ tion) all required
additional features in the models, whi h originally were developed in a \pure" environment.
As su h, the area of lo ation and transportation does not seem to be di erent from other
bran hes of appli ations in whi h mathemati s is used as model. As urrent important
appli ations parti ipants mentioned the positioning of read/write heads in omputers and
data mining.
Working Group \Motion Planning"
Chair: Mar Overmars

The main fo us of the brainstorming meeting of this working group was to identify hallenges for future work in the area of motion planning and of related elds. The group
arrived at the following list of main hallenges:
 Coordinated planning of
{ multiple robots
{ robots and their manipulation tasks
{ motion and the transportation goals
 Dealing with un ertainty and making approa hes robust to errors in the data, errors
in the exe uted motions, failing devi es (e.g. pins), et .
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 Analyzing the omplexity/quality of the approa hes under \realisti " assumptions on
the input.
{ Sto hasti properties of the input
{ Geometri properties of the input
 Approa hes with good real-time behavior
{ Planning on the y
{ Any-time algorithms
{ Edu ated guesses
 Experimental evaluation
{ Referen e problems
{ Better reporting of experimental results
{ Better experimental infrastru ture and support sta

Edited by Bettina Klinz
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